1. We draw the attention to a mistake which appears in the above quoted paper due to an error in computation. This has to be corrected as indicated below; the rest of the paper remains unchanged.
In the formula (29) p. 102 the curvature tensor s^.^ of the metric on the bundle E should be replaced by the expression of the <( covariant curvature tensor " r ya_ _r7 ja 0 60,P~ ^3^63?
and this is because we use the Riemannian connection on the bundle ©*.
Accordingly in formula (31) p. 102 the curvature forms s and L should respectively / -»»»/ ^^b e substituted by the cc covariant " curvature forms s and L.
2. In the following § 5 the use of covariant curvature would however be cumbersome and it is therefore better to abandon the Riemannian connection and make use exclusively of the ^-connections and ^-connections (see 2 b) and 3 a)} to establish the inequality we need following the same lines. The argument we shall presently give has to be added as section 15^ of the paper.
First we note that, in terms of covariant derivatives with respect to the considered connection, the operator () has the expression a=a+s, where for (peC^X, E):
S^ being the torsion tensor as defined in n° 3 a). 757 154 ALDOANDREOTTI AND EDOARDO VESENTINI Analogously we sec that 6=6+T
where ^=-*#-l S#*, and for yeC^X, E)
^Ŵ e now consider the vectors ^ and T] introduced in i^b) (the covariant derivatives being intended to be with respect to the c)-and ~S-connections). We have div S-div7]=2V^3-SV.,7] Y -2S(S^T-S,7] T ), where 8^=28^. A calculation of the same type as the one given in 14 b) gives: For <:pe^w(X, E), by Stokes formula we get (*) l|V9|| 2 +(^,y)=||3<pl| 2 +l|e<p|| 2 +2^S(S^T-S,7) T )rfX.
We have the following estimates If <y{f) has 72-q -\-1 positive eigenvalues at each point of^Y we can choose a hermitian metric so that I^^CQ at each point of^Y with ^o>o. Also we can replace the metric h on the fibers of E by ^T l/^. We will have (^LW^^ ^>^S^ Â ,(Jry,9)^TA,((p,cp), with positive constants, c^ and c^ for any T>TQ with a convenient Tg^o, and for anv cpeB^Y, E) with supp((p)CU, provided s>q. From this we obtain by the same argument as the one given there (p. 113 from line n from below onwards) the las inequality of ij d) ( 1 ).
( 1 ) In the expression of j|9||-% there is a misprint: ^ should replace e^ .
